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ABSTRACT:  

Smart home and artificial intelligence technology are developing unexpectedly, and various smart home products related to artificial intelligence (ai) improved 

the quality of living for occupants. Even though some studies mentioned the utility of artificial intelligence in smart houses, few guides completely taken into 

consideration the combination of literature and merchandise. In this paper, we aim to reply the studies questions of ―what's the fashion of smart home era and 

products‖ and ―what is the relationship between literature and merchandise in smart homes with ai‖.  

Smart domestic technologies aim at providing users manipulate over their house, which includes however now not constrained to temperature, light, protection, 

strength intake. No matter providing the opportunity of lowering energy consumption (and for that reason the energy bill), smart home systems still battle to 

persuade a vast public, frequently being appeared as intrusive or no longer trustworthy. Gaining sympathy from customers could require an option to provide 

relevant causes without counting on remote computing (which would suggest sending personal information on-line). We therefore advocate an architecture where 

the autonomic controller machine is prolonged with an intelligent layer aiming at translating autonomic values into standards and locating causality relations if 

you want to explain the good judgment at the back of the choices and the country of the system to the person.  

Literature evaluations and product critiques are given to define the functions and roles of artificial intelligence in smart homes. We decided the utility popularity 

of artificial intelligence in smart home products and the way it is applied in our house in order that we should apprehend how artificial intelligence is used to 

make smart houses. Furthermore, our outcomes found out that there may be a delay between literature and merchandise, and smart home intelligent interactions 

will become an increasing number of popular. Keywords: smart domestic; artificial intelligence; smart domestic merchandise; sensible interaction. 

 

 

Introduction  

In recent years, the improvement of smart home technology contributed to the transition of the house from conventional to a smart internet-related one. 

A smart domestic is a house equipped with technologies that encompass sensors, wired and wireless networks, actuators, and shrewd structures [1]. 

Ready with fairly superior automatic structures, smart houses can screen and control home activities for convenience, provide occupants with better 

comfort, and probably lessen energy use. Smart domestic era collects and analyzes statistics from the home surroundings. It additionally relays statistics 

to users and enhances the ability of handling exceptional domestic systems [2]. Artificial intelligence (ai) describes any device that perceives its 

environment and takes actions that maximize its danger of effectively attaining its dreams [3]. The perfect state of artificial intelligence is thinking 

humanly, thinking rationally, performing humanly, and appearing rationally. [3] Numerous comprehensive overview articles have been posted on 

making use of ai technology to smart houses. Rho et al. Selected 9 manuscripts related to smart surveillance systems within the smart home 

surroundings to indicate that many researchers inside the picture processing and ai community centered on growing picture and video evaluation and 

know-how [4]. Researchers like Dermot et al. Reviewed philosophical underpinnings and explained how this framework can guide nurse scientists 

participating with engineers to increase smart health-assistive smart homes [5]. Additionally they referred to that it is critical to combine scientific 

nursing information into smart homes and artificial intelligence functions. The forms of home automation structures and the way those systems can 

utilize ai gear were mentioned. They described the most important packages of those structures as comfort potential, far off control, most desirable aid 

utilization, and safety. In those systems, ai plays the position of a know-how and rule database, selection-maker, action implementer, and equipment 

controller [6]. There are some guides discussing the application of ai era in smart homes. Huh et al. attached raspberry pi to a shoe cupboard at home to 

peer the list of shoes, to keep shoes robotically, and to propose the right shoes for events. The maximum suitable footwear could be encouraged whilst 

information on the type of garments worn and the destination changed into installed. The automated storage of footwear became found out by using 

controlling the enter sensor and x–y floater with the raspberry pi connected to the shoe cabinet [7]. A house simulator became advanced and used as an 

―professional gadget shell‖ to assist with the implementation and verification of the examine, study, and adapt (ola) algorithm by using qela et al. For 

higher energy control and conservation in smart homes [8]. Al era is likewise used in smart domestic merchandise. For smooth expertise, we defined 

six core clusters of ai functions in smart houses, i.e., hobby popularity, data processing, voice reputation, picture popularity, choice-making, and 

prediction-making. In the element of pastime recognition, smart home gadgets can understand human pastime with the assist of ai. It analyzes sensor 
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information to come across human’s moves and increases an alarm if there is strange activity. Pastime recognition is utilized in hive link and essence 

care domestic. Inside the element of facts processing, ai is Primarily based on information analysis strategies, extracting records from a variety of 

records resources and figuring out intrinsic relationships. It is used in august smart lock + connects and nest defend. Inside the component of voice 

reputation, AI works based on voice-pushed technologies, and lets in human beings to engage with it sincerely via having a communiqué, for instance, 

asking approximately the weather, ordering merchandise online, or calling a cab. The sensor facts are amassed by means of a computer community and 

stored in a database to be processed by way of an wise agent generating beneficial expertise which includes styles,  predictions, and tendencies. On the 

premise of this records, a smart home can pick out and automate actions to reap the dreams of the smart home utility [9]. It is used in nest thermostat, 

olly, viaroom home, and many others. There are numerous smart domestic device and solutions avAIlable, however best for lower degrees of interplay, 

which encompass devices for defining environmental parameters and control of the house. But, there were a few tries to expand the ultra-modern 

degree of a smart home [10]. As we will see from figure 1, it shows the hobby through the years based totally on google trends, wherein artificial 

intelligence is an industry displaying rapid growth. It could be blended with smart home technology to become an revolutionary device. However, few 

research blended AI technology and smart domestic generation with the space and room types in the house, and the integration of literature and 

products turned into not fully considered either. Smart houses additionally want to be discussed based on the scope of structure. This studies 

contributed to discover the developments of smart home generation and merchandise and to nation the relationship between literature and merchandise 

on this discipline. We carried out this evaluate from the angle of structure and human subject.  

 
Figure 01.Interest over time in smart home and artificial intelligence. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 01(a). Utility and application of AI over years. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 2.1. Literature overview technique publications approximately applying artificial intelligence to smart houses had been identified via three engines like 

google, i.E., web of technological know-how, elsevier’s science direct, and scopus, from 2011 (the upward thrust of deep learning, massive facts, and 
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artificial intelligence) through 2019. The content material blanketed magazine articles, medical papers, and convention papers. With the concept of 

smart homes, 3 on-line databases had been used to search with the AId of using not unusual seek key phrases, namely. ―smart home‖, ―smart 

constructing‖, ―smart house‖, ―smart building‖.And ―domestic automation‖. With the concept of artificial intelligence, we used ―artificial intelligence‖, 

―artificial wise‖ and ―AI‖. The phrases ―shrewd house‖, ―smart home‖, ―device getting to know‖, ―artificial agent‖, ―artificial neural network‖. And 

―multi-agent gadget‖ were additionally allowed. Mainly, we searched the scopus database using the hunt string (name (smart domestic*) and title-abs-

key (artificialintelligen*)). Here, * represents specific viable phrase endings. For instance, ―intelligen*‖ way ―intelligence‖ or ― smart‖ The purpose of 

smart home systems is to maximize certAIn goal values while minimizing constraint values. Goal values are for instance comfort, safety, health, while 

constraint values can be for instance power consumptions or statutory standards. Publications from a huge style of instructional publishers, inclusive of 

springer, institute of electrical and electronics engineers (ieee), blackwell, mdpiag, and institute of physics and elsevierb.V., have been diagnosed. But, 

there was a huge overlap between seek databases and publications. On one hand, the same e-book turned into diagnosed the use of same seek phrases in 

specific databases; on the other hand, unique search terms ended in an overlapping set of publications. To address the overlap and pick out applicable 

publications according with previously mentioned studies dreams, two rounds of ebook selection were performed. In the current context of 

environmental issues, smart homes can help overcome the challenges to come regarding energy savings. Demographic changes also urge for the need 

for smart homes: technology can help in preventing home accidents, which are the most frequent non-disease cause of death in Europe and in the US, 

especially for the elderly. After the primary-round choice, 116 courses had been chosen for research purposes. The selected information have been then 

analyzed by way of adopting a qualitative inductive approach. As the following step, we performed a second-spherical selection to analyze the unique 

generation of AI and the characteristic of smart houses. After the second one-round selection, 20 publications had been chosen for studies functions. 

Similarly, we searched based totally at the international standards of iso and not but accumulated international requirements related to making use of AI 

to smart houses. 

2.2. Product Review Method 

 There are three main smart home product databases, namely, Google search engine, iotlist.co, and smarthomedb.com (SmartHomeDB). Although the 

amount of data in the Google search engine is huge, it is not well organized. The platform, iotlist.co, has a very clean and elegant interface to show the 

list of Internet of things (IoT) devices on the market, but this platform is not restricted to smart home products and does not have a well -structured 

category. SmartHomeDB is another online platform that focuses on smart home devices and provides a detailed description of products. For these 

reasons, we chose SmartHomeDB as our product review data source. We also found some state-of-the-art cases in the Google search engine. For 

product data from previous years, we used the Wayback Machine website. It is a digital archive of the World Wide Web and other information on the 

Internet. The selected data were then analyzed by adopting a qualitative inductive method.  

 

2.3. Analysis of the Application of AI in Smart Homes  

The qualitative inductive method included several steps. In the aspect of the literature review, we extracted five core functions of smart homes, i.e., 

device management, energy management,energy management, healthcare, intelligent interaction, and security. Tang explained that expert systems, 

artificial neural networks, and intelligent decision-making systems were applied to intelligent buildings [11]. Based on that, we divided the AI functions 

in smart homes into six clusters, i.e., activity recognition, data processing, decision-making, image recognition, prediction-making, and voice 

recognition. In this article, data processing includes data mining, semantic analysis, and rule-based technologies. In the aspect of the product review, we 

extracted six functions of products with AI in smart homes, i.e., energy management, entertainment system, healthcare, personal robot, intelligent 

interaction, and security. Next, we divided them into six clusters, i.e., activity recognition, data processing, decision-making, image recognition, 

prediction-making, and voice recognition. Then, we carried out a quantitative analysis of the number of each group under literature and products. 

Finally, we summarized the role of AI in smart homes with different functions by analyzing the literature from the second-round selection and some 

specific products.How can an autonomic system, such as a smart home, be given an explanative power? This task is not easy, as we have identified 

three main difficulties:  

• AI systems make decisions based on numerical input values, according to decision functions which are often very complicated. 

• Humans use words, which may have vague meanings and are highly dependent on the context. For instance, the word hot may describe different 

temperature ranges depending of the person, the time of the year, the location. 

• A smart home is not a closed system, in the sense that over its lifetime it is very likely that some of its devices will be  added or removed, some of its 

configuration changed. The explanation system therefore need to be generalist enough and scalable so that it can overcome these changes. 

 

3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Result of Literature Review  

3.1.1. First-Round Selection of Literature 
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As proven in determine 2a, smart home device control is supported by way of 5 AI functions, i.E., statistics processing, selection-making, photo 

reputation, prediction-making, and voice reputation. In the software of AI in smart domestic device control, the range of publications isn't always so 

high, and they're very new. There had been a few studies in this area considering the fact that 2016. Smart domestic strength management is supported 

with the AId of five AI capabilities, i.E., interest popularity, statistics processing, choice-making, photo popularity, and prediction-making. From 2012 

to give, there had been many research in this vicinity. As shown in parent 2b, AI for statistics processing and prediction-making is greater broadly 
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discussed in this vicinity. Smart domestic healthcare is supported by using six AI capabilities, i.E., hobby recognition, information processing, decision-

making, image reputation, prediction-making, and voice popularity. From 2011 to present, there have been many studies on this area. As shown in 

determine 2c, AI for interest reputation is greater broadly mentioned in this area. Smart home interaction is supported by means of four AI capabilities, 

i.E., information processing, picture recognition, prediction-making, and voice popularity. There had been many studies in this region when you 

consider that 2012, but most of the studies is very new. As shown in figure 2d, AI for hobby recognition is extra widely mentioned in this vicinity. 

Smart domestic safety is supported safety is supported by using two AI features, i.E., records processing and picture reputation. As shown in parent 2e, 

the number of publications isn't so excessive in this vicinity. The rest of the research are particularly approximately fundamental studies on applying AI 

generation to smart houses. As shown fig 2f, information processing and activity reputation are extensively used in all smart domestic app.

 

 

Figure02. Features of AI device in smart homes. 

 

The distribution of smart houses with the AI application subject is shown in parent 3. Taken collectively, those effects display that, as time went on, 

more and more software fields had been discussed, and each variety and quantity multiplied over the years. Due to the fact 2015, the research on 

healthcare decreased 12 months with the AId of yr. whilst the studies on intelligent interaction extended yr. by using year. Strength control research is 

also growing. It may be perceived that, inside the future, smart homes will pay greater interest to the interaction between people and the environment, 

and to creating homes more sustainable and personalized. The growing importance of AI-based decision-making and various scandals implying biased 

selection have led authorities to enforce new legislation. The European General Data Protection Regulation, voted in 2018, states a right to know the 

reasons behind any impactful decision made by a computer, as well as a right to privacy. This regulation put the question of explanations of modern 

ML techniques in the spotlight, raising concerns about our ability to fully understand them.  
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Figure03. Distribution of smart houses with the AI application 

 

3.1.2. Second-Round Selection of Literature  

Inside the 2d spherical selection of literature, we chose 20 publications in every utility discipline of smart homes. On this spherical, we talk the findings 

based on five application fields, i.e., device control, electricity control, healthcare, intelligent interplay, and security.  

Firstly, in phrases of smart home device control, with the development of generation, the number of electrical home equipment in the domestic is 

growing, and operation steps are getting increasingly more complex. It might be handy if AI ought to assist customers mechanically manipulate a few 

gadgets. A few researchers implemented AI in smart domestic systems to monitor and manage things inside the residence via automatically controlling 

light and temperature conditions [12]. Smart manipulate in a smart residence can also be found out by using reading the facts from the sensor network, 

learning the consumer’s preceding conduct [13], or person patterns by using making use of the logistic class set of rules based totally on tensor flow 

[14] via AI. Centralized control could make electronic selections which include tracking, improving consolation, and comfort, controlling surrounding 

conditions, and turning in required information [15]. 

Secondly, in terms of smart domestic strength management, attaining a sustainable society becomes increasingly vital and pressing. People from all one 

of kind fields are working hard to reduce power consumption and improve power efficiency. Coordinating the power intake of smart appliances in 

smart homes can obtain higher consumption efficiency [16]. Energy intake styles and their dating with environmental elements may be analyzed by 

using AI to expect every day energy call for [17]. AI can assist the smart domestic gateway in figuring out the user’s power intake behavior if you want 

to assist domestic automation and decrease energy usage [18]. Interest popularity through AI also can help relate sports and current home appliances, 

and then supply pointers to customers whenever it detects electricity waste [19].  

Thirdly, in phrases of smart domestic healthcare, with the slow growth in existence expectancy, domestic healthcare is becoming an increasing number 

of essential. Using system gaining knowledge of and artificial intelligence methods from sensor statistics can music and come across changes in people’ 

behavioral sample and way of life [20]. With the aid of adopting an unmanaged clustering algorithm, recurrent output neural network version, and 

genetic algorithm, AI systems can continuously display the aged in smart homes and ship an alert to the caregiver if any atypical activities arise [21,22]. 

To reap the goal of supporting adults with cognitive impairments independently accomplish the sports of each day lifestyles, shrewd assistant sellers 

want to apprehend older adults’ desires and motives behind the in addition steps favored [23].  

Fourthly, in phrases of smart home smart interplay, as the wide variety of smart home devices increases, more wise interactions could make customers 

feel greater secure. We not want to go near every device to manually perform it. Voice recognition based on AI offers audio-based totally interplay 

generation that shall we the customers have full manipulated over their home environment [26]. Picture popularity additionally enables AI apprehend 

humans’ gestures [27]. Gesture-primarily based human–laptop interplay is natural and intuitive. Human beings with speech problems can communicate 

with smart home gadgets via dynamic gestures [28]. Subsequently, in terms of smart domestic security, in an effort to defend property and personal 

safety, retaining one’s house from surprising occasions and injuries is essential. Artificial intelligence with regard to photo popularity can recognize an 

uncommon intruder and warn the residence owner [29, 30]. Not all chance comes from criminals, but additionally from co2, fire, and many others. We 
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can use AI to analyze sensor information and come across alarm sounds [31]. We are able to see that AI generation, smart houses, and users have 

distinctive interplay models. Basically, there are three varieties of interplay models. The primary is shown in discern 4a, wherein customers without 

delay provide instructions to every smart home tool, and the AI embedded in each device benefits the particular device itself. Smart home strength 

management, healthcare, and security prefer this sample. The second one is shown in figure 4b, wherein users provide commands to the AI, and the AI 

controls each device. Smart domestic tool management and smart interaction paintings the usage of this sample. 

 

 

Figure04. a) First pattern of users, AI, and smart homes; (b) second pattern of users, AI, and smart homes. 

 

3.2. Results of Product Review 

In this segment, the goods with six functions in the smart domestic and 6 AI feature clusters are mentioned. As proven in table 2 (see appendix b for 

full table), AI for decision-making is extra typically utilized in smart domestic energy management. As proven in table 2, the characteristic of smart 

home entertainment systems is supported by way of one AI characteristic—voice recognition. The feature of smart home healthcare is supported by 

using four AI features—pastime reputation, decision-making, image popularity, and voice popularity. As shown in desk 2, AI for hobby recognition is 

extra commonly utilized in smart home healthcare. The characteristic of smart home smart interaction is supported through AI functions—prediction-

making and voice reputation. As shown in desk 2, AI for voice popularity is greater typically utilized in smart home smart interaction? The feature of 

smart home private robots is supported by 3 AI capabilities, i.e., picture recognition, prediction-making, and voice reputation. As shown in table 2, AI 

for voice recognition and photo popularity is greater normally utilized in smart domestic private robots. The function of smart domestic protection is 

supported via 3 AI capabilities, i.e., statistics processing, selection-making, and picture reputation. As shown in table 2, AI for photo reputation is more 

commonly applied in smart domestic security. Figure 5a shows that maximum smart domestic products with AI are applied in wise interaction and 

security. Parent 5b indicates that the capabilities of voice reputation and photograph figure. 
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There are also some corporations trying to make use of AI to assist manipulate the house. In 2018, Panasonic launched a home records device 

―domestic x‖ that could file and examine the living behaviors of its inhabitants, then robotically calculate and recommend numerous messages, and 

automatically near protecting doors whilst a typhoon comes. The gadget can be iteratively upgraded like cellular telephone software program. Mark 

Zuckerberg created an AI assistant Jarvis to govern his home, that could manage light, song, thermostat, and many others. It uses AI for language 

processing, speech reputation, and face recognition. Jarvis has a character and can even engage with users thru message. 

3.3. Relationship between Literature and Products 

 At first glance, the disproportionate distribution of functions of AI in smart homes between the literature and products attracts much attention. We 

compared the distribution of each technology and function in the literature and products. The result is shown in Figure 6. As we can see, there are not 

many studies on voice recognition and image recognition in publications, while the number of products is large. There are relatively many studies on 

prediction-making and data processing in publications, while not so many products utilize these technologies. These data are consistent with the notion 

in practice, whereby AI is more often used in the identification and recognition of the primary stage, while activity recognition, data processing, 

decision-making, and prediction-making require further development of artificial intelligence technology. From Figure 6, we can see the relationship 

between literature and products, that is, no one is in an absolute leading position. Literature is leading the way in complex technology of AI in recent 

years, while products are more subject to the market. Therefore, once a technology is relatively mature, there are more products using this technology.  

 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of the technology of AI in smart homes in the literature and products 

 

As proven in figure 7, inside the thing of the function in our residence, electricity management and healthcare are mentioned in many guides, while not 

so many smart domestic merchandise associated with AI are applied on this field. This may be explained through it not being important to apply AI 

technology related to AI is carried out in this subject. 
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Figure 7.Comparison of the functions of smart homes in the literature and products. 

 

Usually, there may be room for further development of AI in smart houses. Presently, smart homes are utilized more in power control, smart 

interaction, and safety with AI functions of voice reputation and photo recognition. In the foreseeable destiny, more and more products will use pastime 

reputation, statistics processing, and prediction-making. There may be a few viable barriers on this examine. First off, our subcategories for AI have 

been no longer be chosen in a totally systematic manner. Secondly, the smart domestic product database we chose does now not cover the newest 

products. Thirdly, if the keywords used in this text did now not appear in some relevant publications, they have been not searched.  

Recent years have verified that there may be a marketplace for smart houses, given the achievement of domestic assistants (particularly amazon echo 

and GoogleDomestic). This trend logically follows the modifications that have emerged. In view that the arrival of smartphones within t he overdue 

2000s: era will become an ordinary, each-use associate and come to be predominant in phones, cars and these days buildings. We therefore try and 

answer an already explicit call for from the market, which is using artificial intelligence both to take selections and explain them within the context of a 

smart home. One ought to surprise whether this trend is applicable, within the feel that it substitutes artificial assistants to human communication, 

leading to in all likelihood task losses and deep societal modifications. The purpose of our work is to accompany those modif ications, which in our 

view now appear unavoidable, via supporting know-how the reasons in the back of aimed decisions and explicit them in human style. 

 

4.  Conclusions  

This paperAImed to expose how AI makes houses smart. To obtain this aim, many research inside the literature and several products were reviewed. 

We observed that AI technology enables smart homes in tool control, energy management, healthcare, smart interaction, security, leisure systems, and 

personal robots by making use of activity popularity, facts processing, selection-making, picture reputation, prediction-making, and voice reputation. 

There may be a put off among the literature and products, whereby the goods concentrate on incredibly easy methods like photograph popularity and 

voice popularity. The literature concentrates on incredibly complicated techniques like interest popularity and prediction-making. AI with voice and 

photo popularity is widely used in smart home products, whilst the technology of pastime reputation, data processing, and prediction-making 

nonetheless want to be evolved. Moreover, an thrilling finding in this study turned into that smart interaction is becoming an increasing number of 

important each within the literature and merchandise. Inside the foreseeable destiny, smart homes will pay more attention to the interplay among 

humans and the surroundings to make homes greater sustainable and personalized. One important destiny route in applying AI to smart houses is 

considering both smart domestic era and structure layout and growing applicable standards. 
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